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Foreward

‘Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.’

Margaret Mead, Anthropologist (1901–1978)

We present to you a graphic novel about the ownership of natural resources, 
renewable energy and community. The story follows Gwenno Jones, a grandmother 
living in the village of Betws, as she begins to question our current energy system 
and discovers the potential for community-owned, renewable energy to contribute 

towards a sustainable future. The book explores the question of who owns our natural 
resources and looks in particular at the importance of community, the problem of cuts 
to public services, how renewable energy can be used to generate profits in deprived 

areas, and how people can pull together to achieve long-term, positive change. 

See the glossary pages at the end of the story for an explanation 
of some of the terms and concepts discussed. 

Additional teaching resources are available to be used alongside this story. 
These are suggestions to allow teachers to discuss the main themes of the 
story in the classroom. You’ll also find technical information about hydro, 
solar and wind energy, and external links for further information about 

community energy. You can see these documents on the website.

Finally, we’ve included a feedback form for pupils and teachers. We would 
really like to hear your thoughts on the effectiveness and usefulness of these 

resources. You can download the feedback form from our website.
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Main characters

Gwenno Jones,  
our main character

Idris, her dog

Erin, Gwenno’s 
granddaughter 

John, coal miner and 
Gwenno’s husband
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Main characters

Dylan, Gwenno’s son

Nansi, the librarian

Mr Carpanini, owner 
of Bracchi’s cafe

Roza and Gruff, 
community energy 
project organisers
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We all have a story to tell.

But this is a story …
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… about the history of energy, natural 
resources, the future of our communities …
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… and, specifically, about 
Gwenno in the village of Betws, 

and her little dog, Idris …
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Bore da, Idris! Did 
you sleep well?

Will you help 
me prepare 
breakfast?

Shall we have 
some news?

Kettle on, cup 
of tea …

Slice of toast …

… a splash 
of milk …

And finally … 

energy prices 

set to rise …
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Energy companies 
have announced that 
the price of gas and 

electricity will increase 
yet again this year.

The largest six companies 

announced that energy 

prices will rise because of the 

international market, and that 

costs will have to be reflected 

in customers’ bills. Campaign 

groups are concerned for the 

elderly and those living in 

fuel poverty, especially with 

the approach of winter and 

the predicted cold snap.

Crikey, Idris … I can’t 
believe it! My bills are 

too high as it is! 

It’s not as if I have an 
enormous pension. 
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And I’m very careful with 
the energy I use, and I try 
to leave the house during the 
day to avoid switching the 
radiators on. But we need 
to have a bit of heating on 
in the winter evenings …

We’ll have to be even more 
careful now, won’t we, 

Idris? What do you think? 

Oh dear! I forgot 
about your breakfast! 

Here you are … 
Shall we go for 
a little walk …?
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Just after …

… switching everything off. Good, ready for a walk now … 
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Right — give me a 
second to go and throw 

some clothes on.
 

Howwwl!
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Alright, alright Idris, 
I’m coming … Shall we head over to our 

favourite spot, then?

BRRRRING!

Hello?

Bore da, Erin!
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Are you ready for school? 
It’s almost nine!

Tick-Tock 

Tick-Tock
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Of course I will, love. I’ll see 
you by the school gate. What 

would you like for tea?

Beans on toast again! 
Right-o, 

cariad bach, 
I’ll see 

you later 
on — 

ta-ra!

Come on, then, 
Idris, to Pen 

y Bicws!

Coat on …

Hat … Lead …
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OK …  
off we go …

No need 
to pull! 

You know the 
way, don’t you …
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Ooph!

Well, it’s 
definitely 
worth all 

that climbing 
for a view 
like this, 
isn’t it?

?
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This is my 
favourite view 
in the whole 
world … I will 

never tire of it. 

Ah! Good idea — let’s 
sit for a while …

Bore da, cariad!

You know, 
Idris … 

there’s more 
to this view 
than you’d 
first think …

In loving memory of 
John Jones 

1945–2007

In loving memory of 
John Jones 

1945–2007

In loving memory of 
John Jones 

1945–2007
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This view is full of history … the whole history of the 
village, my family — and the industrial revolution. Over 
there — the coal pit where everybody in the village 

worked to produce energy for the rest of the world! 
My grandfather worked there, my father, my uncle, 
and John, of course. And, if you look around, you 

can see so much … energy! The pylons, the turbines, 
even the river Brân that flows down there …
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The coal pits brought a lot of people 
into the area. They were all working 
for rich families who refused to pay 
them a decent wage. And it was very 

dangerous work, of course. But the miners 
had no choice. The ones who own the 
resources also have the power, Idris. 
The miners’ lives were terribly difficult.
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Still, the pit has been closed for 
over 30 years now. But the problems 
persist, don’t they, Idris? These days 

we have all this unemployment … 
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Idris?
Where did he 

get to …?

Hey, Mrs!

Is this 
your dog?
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Ah! Thank you! 

Idris, come 
here.

And a 
beautiful 
view …

?
A bit of 
a dump, 
I’d say!

It’s true!

It’s a lovely 
morning, 
isn’t it?
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Look at all those pylons over there, 
the slag heap and the old coal pit …

I don’t mind the wind turbines so much — 
but why is it that they’re owned by the big 

companies? Nothing much has changed since the 
time wealthy families owned the coal mines.
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Do you 
know what 
I mean?

I do, as it happens — I 
was just explaining to 

Idris here about the coal 
industry, and how wealthy 
families lined their pockets 

with money made from 
our resources. And now 

you’re telling me that large 
companies are making 

money from those turbines 
too? We never see a 

penny of these profits! 
We’re poorer than ever.

But you ran away 
before I could 
finish the story, 
didn’t you, Idris? 

Maybe he 
knows that 
there won’t 
be a good 
ending …

And that we’ll continue to be 
dependent on large companies 
for energy 
and jobs …

Same as 
we were 

on those old 
industrialists 

and the 
coal pits.

But there’s no 
reason we can’t 
change things …
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Maybe there’s a way to 
create energy ourselves 
without having to depend 

on large companies, 
especially with renewable 

energy technology …

We have solar panels on 
the college building now, so 
we don’t have to rely on 
large businesses to supply 

us with all our energy. 
That way, more money 
stays within the college.

No one owns the sun, not 
even the richest business 

people in the world!

And energy doesn’t have 
to reach us through gas 
pipes, or oil tankers, or 

through those ugly pylons 
over there.
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Burning fossil fuels 
warms the earth and 
causes climate change. 
And things have become 
so complicated — we’re 
importing energy from 
countries on the other 

side of the world, and the 
demand for energy can 
even lead to wars. It’s 

awful! But by thinking more 
locally, maybe we can 

start to solve the problem.
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Well, that’s interesting. I’ve heard 
of these sorts of things — energy 
that comes from natural resources, 

like the light and the heat of 
the sun. I like that idea …

Maybe there’s a 
glimmer of hope! 
We can make 

small changes — 
even in Betws! Well, bye for now 

— nice chatting 
with you all. Come 
on then, Idris …

Bye, Mrs … Ta-ra, Idris …
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Well, Idris …

… they were a nice 
bunch, weren’t they? 

Alright, alright. 
No need 
to pull!

Shall we 
go for 
a little 
stroll 

through 
town?

And shall we have some food 
over in the Bracchi café too? 

Bwff!

Come on, 
then …
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It’s a bit 
depressing 
in town…

Everything 
closed or 
run down!

And people 
having to 
sell their 

possessions 
to pay 

their bills.

Well … Look here!

That clock is 
exactly like the one 

I have at home!

Tick-Tock 

Tick-Tock
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Idris …?

Oh, dear …

Ych a fi …!

A gift for the bin!

Right then — 
up you get …

… and over to the café …
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Buongiorno, Mrs Jones!

Come sta, today? You 
and Idris out for your 
constitutional walk …?

Oh, Idris keeps me 
going, Mr Carpanini.

Well, him and my 
granddaughter, 
Erin. Two little 
sweethearts.

Good boy!

I have just the thing 
for this little dog …
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Well, aren’t you the lucky one, 
Idris. You get spoiled rotten!

And for you? A 
frothy coffee 
and baked 
potato, Mrs 

Jones?

Hia! Mrs Jones …?

Perfect, Mr 
Carpanini!

?
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How are you, Gwenno Jones? How’s Idris? And your 
granddaughter, Erin, how is that little cariad? 

I haven’t seen you over at the library 
for an age! Must be almost two 
weeks now. Sit down so we can 

have a proper catch-up …
Oh, diolch, 

Nansi.

Right, settle down 
here Idris, there’s 

a good dog …

I’m fine, diolch — haven’t been 
over to the library for a while, no. 
I have been feeling quite worried 

lately, to be honest. Money’s 
tight, you know. Everything keeps 

getting more expensive but 
the pension stays the same.
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I know, it’s not easy. But listen, we’ve raised 
some cash to buy new books, Gwenno.  Pop 
over — you’d be interested in these. One 
or two are about the history of the coal 

industry in the valley, and I’m sure they’d be 
of interest to you, given your family’s history.

I will come over soon, Nansi. And is 
there any other news? Is the library 
still under threat? It’s so sad to walk 
through the town — all those shops 
with their shutters down for good. 

We’re still battling on, Gwenno. There are 
financial problems, yes. Cuts, you know. Less 
money coming from the government to pay 

for books, fewer hours 
of work. But they’ll 
never get rid of us, 
Gwenno. Librarians 

will never be silenced. 
That’s our job! Shhhh!
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Ecco la! Here we 
are … Buon appetito, 

Mrs Jones …

… and a 
small cup 
of cawl 
for you, 
Idris …

I’ve just 
remembered 
something …

Where did I 
put it now …? Ah yes, 

here it 
is …

Have you heard 
about this?

A new energy 
project …

Ynni 
Cymunedol 
Community 

Energy
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And the 
community 
will actually 
own it? Not 
an outside 
company?

That’s 
unusual …

I wonder how 
we could be 
the owners 
of something 

like this?

Ohh … 
Interesting … 
A community 

hydro 
project … 
On the 

river Brân.
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I’m not sure 
myself …

But I have a good 
feeling about it …

Maybe because 
it includes 
the word 

‘community’! 

Well, look … The meeting 
to discuss 
the project 
is at seven 

tonight …

You should go — and 
then come back here 

to tell me 
all about it!

Like a secret agent!
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I’m looking after Erin this 
afternoon, so it will depend on 
how much energy I have left …!

Well, keep hold of the 
leaflet, in any case … 
and I’ll see you both 
soon in the library.

Ta-ra Nansi … 
see you soon!
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Well, Idris …

It’s time for us to head 
over to the school …

Or Erin will be 
waiting for us …

Up you 
get …

You’re heavier 
after that 
soup …!
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Tutto bene, 
everything OK 
with the food, 
Mrs Jones?

Buonissimo, 
Mr Carpanini!

And thank you for 
Idris’s cawl too!

Bwff!

Oh … I see you’re advertising 
the community energy event 
on tonight, Mr Carpanini … 

Si, si — yes, yes. Anything 
to help with a grassroots 

project, you know …
Although, I’m not sure 
how the community will 
raise all the money. 
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They want to do it by selling shares, 
you know? Shares — a serious word! 

But, San Davide! We’re not millionaires in 
Betws, are we? We haven’t got the money 
to buy shares like those posh city people.

And I’m not sure how much of 
a community spirit is left in this 
place since everything closed.

I don’t want to be 
too negative … but …
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Well, who knows, Mr Carpanini. As it 
happens, I was speaking to a group 
of young people this morning on 
the top of Pen y Bicws, and 
they were quite hopeful.

There are some who 
believe that we can 

change things for the 
better in this valley.

But we can’t depend on 
others to sort 

us out — 
we have to 
solve these 
problems 
ourselves.

Not that I’m an 
expert in 
these 

things! 

Well, hwyl for now, 
Mr Carpanini!

Ciao bellissima! 
And say hello from 
me to that little 
granddaughter 

of yours!

Right, 
Idris, 

you know 
the way 
to the 
school! 
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No need 

to pull!

Coat and hat, madam.

Can I go and brush 
Idris, Mam-gu?

Of course, 
but do you 
have any 
homework 
you need 
to do?

Oh, nothing 
much, Mam-gu.
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Alright, 
then.

I’ll 
prepare 
some tea 
for you …

Sit … Lie down … Roll … 
Good boy, 

Idris!

You’re great company for 
Mam-gu, aren’t you …?
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Especially since 
Tad-cu died …

Tad-cu was 
a miner, like 
my great 

grandfather and 
great uncle.

I didn’t really know 
him — he died when 
I was too young to 

remember. Dad says he 
died young because of 
coal dust on his lungs …

Pneumo … 
pneumoco …?

I can’t remember 
the name of the 
disease, but loads 

of coal miners 
suffered from it.

Tea’s ready, Erin! Beans on toast! 

Diolch 
Mam-gu!
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So what homework do you have to do tonight, Erin fach?

Well, we’re looking at 
energy — how we create 
and use energy, things 

like that. And the teacher 
has asked us to think 
about the benefits and 
drawbacks of renewable 

energy — not dirty energy 
like coal and gas and 

oil, but clean energy like 
wind, solar and water.

We’re looking at a 
scheme in this area, too.

There’s 
a group 
of people 
trying 

to raise 
money to 
get energy 
from the 

river Brân. 
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I think it’s a 
great idea —  we 
could get clean 
energy from 
this valley …

Instead of 
energy that 

creates pollution.

Energy that 
kills people …
… like coal.

Sorry, Mam-gu, I 
opened my mouth 
without thinking.

Don’t be sorry, 
Erin. You’re right. 
Coal killed your 
grandfather, and 
many others. At 
the time, nobody 
knew about the 
dangers of coal.             

I’m sure Tad-cu would be 
very proud to hear you 

speaking about cleaner and 
fairer ways of creating 
energy in our valley.
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But … 

look, they want to 
raise £500,000 
from individuals!

And people 
like me are 
struggling 
to make 

ends meet.  

Although, 
having said 

that … 

… we do really need to 
think about the future — 
your future, Erin fach!

Tick-tock 

tick-tock
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Hmmm

DING-DONG!

Oh … your 
dad is here, 

Erin …

How are you, 
blodyn?

Bwff!

Hiya, Dad!

Coat on, 
madam …

And your 
hat …

How was work 
today, Dylan?
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Oh, the same 
old nonsense. 

Sitting in front 
of a computer 

answering emails. 
Nothing new 
to report.

But how was your 
afternoon?

I had beans 
on toast from 
Mam-gu … and 
brushed Idris …

Don’t forget your important 
homework, Erin. Make sure 
you work hard, now. I think 
you understand the world 

far better than I do!

What’s this, 
then …?

Homework about green 
energy.  Some people are 

trying to start a community 
hydro scheme on the 

Brân river, and we in the 
community will own it. If we 

can raise enough funds.
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I didn’t know you were 
an eco-warrior, Mam!

Don’t be daft … But it is 
interesting, isn’t it?

There’s a meeting in the community 
hall tonight where we can hear 
more about it.  I’m thinking 
about going … just to listen …

Do you want to 
come with me?
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It sounds really interesting — 
anything to bring back some 

self-respect back to this valley.
But I’m so knackered after 

work … Sorry, Mam.

Don’t worry, Dylan. I’ll see 
you tomorrow anyway.

Time to go 
then, Erin!

Caru ti, Idris!
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Ta-ra …

Ta-ra 
Mam-gu!
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BUILT IN 1921 
THANKS TO 
GENEROUS 

DONATIONS FROM 
OUR MINERS

Neuadd 
Gymunedol 

Community 
Hall

Heno / 
Tonight

7pm

Cyfarfod Ynni 

Cymunedol

Community 

Energy 
Meeting
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Welcome, all, to our first open meeting. You know 
me, Roza, from the Kurdish bread shop, and this is 
Gruff — I’m sure you all remember him as a small 

boy, running around the village in his shorts!

I can’t hear very 
well back here, I’ll 
go to the front …

Ah yes! Gruff 
and Roza, I 
know them 

well …!
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So, thank you all for coming and we hope 
that you will be as enthusiastic as Roza 
and I when you hear about the local 
water scheme we’ve been researching.

The idea that we would like to present to 
you tonight is that of using water from the 
Brân river in order to generate and supply 
energy for our community. This is called 
hydro energy. But, unlike other energy 

developments in the area, WE will be the 
owners of this project, we as a community. 

How exciting …!
I wonder what the others 

are making of this …
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There are many 
examples by now of 

communities that use 
water, wind and energy 
from the sun to create 
local renewable energy. 

This energy can be sold at a 
lower price to the community, 
which means we can avoid 

getting those large bills from 
the national energy companies.
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There is also a way to profit from the energy we 
generate from the river. We can sell the energy 
we don’t use to other energy companies. We can 
then re-invest this money into our community.

Rather than allowing money and resources 
to leave our community, we can create 
a local economy for the benefit of all. It 
is possible for us to lower our electricity 
bills and our impact on the environment, 

and make money for our community.
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But there is a cost. We need to raise half a million pounds! We’re 
keen to avoid borrowing money from the banks — it costs to 

borrow money. So, we’ll be selling shares — to individuals in the 
community, businesses, the local school — for £250 each.

If everyone invests to get their slice of this community cake, 
we can raise the money needed together. This money will be 
back in your hands within 20 years and you will have invested 

in something truly important — your own community!
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If the hydro scheme is a success, there will be 
a pot of money available for us to develop all 
sorts of exciting projects. And we, the people 
of Betws, will decide how to spend that money! 

It could be a real boost for the village!

But we’ve spoken too much! 
Now we’d like to hear your 
opinions about the scheme …
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What about 
the visual 

effect on the 
Brân river? 
I walk past 
our river 

every day and 
I wouldn’t 

want to see 
any sign of 
damage.

And what about 
the fish? I like 
to fish the river 
now and then. 

The hydro scheme will only have 
a minimal impact on the river 
and its wildlife — only a small 

volume of water 
will be redirected 

through the 
hydro turbine, 
and besides, 
the pipes 
will run 

underground.

I like the 
idea, I 

must say.

It would be great to see more projects 
like this happening, where everyone 

in the community benefits. 
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Will there be wind turbines to 
follow? They’re such an eyesore!

Would you feel differently 
if people in Betws 

owned the turbines?

Well, possibly … 
I haven’t given it 
much thought …
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Isn’t it a better idea to 
try and attract businesses 
here, instead of taking these 

sorts of risks ourselves?

We could attract new coal 
projects. After all, this 

community 
was 

built on 
coal,

wasn’t 
it?
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Hello. I’m not used to speaking in public, but I’ll give it a 
go … My name is Gwenno Jones. I was born and raised in 

Betws, and my family have lived here for three generations. 
I have a son and a granddaughter who still live here. 

In the past, my family lived under very difficult conditions 
— but the truth of the matter is that we continue to live 
in an unjust system and it’s about time things changed. I 

can’t afford to heat my own home, even though members of 
my family gave their lives to the coal industry! It’s terribly 
cold over the winter, believe you me. And I’m not the only 
one who’s worried about bills. Everything is topsy-turvy! 

This scheme sounds different and offers hope to 
me that there could be a future for the children of 
Betws. Hope that we, as ordinary people, can take 
charge not only of our resources, but our destinies. 

Consider this: we in Betws were a 
part of the biggest coal industry 
in the world — but in the end, 

what is left of our valley? 

We’ve been cast 
aside and forgotten.
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We, as a community, must stand on our own 
two feet. We’d be foolish to expect governments 

or the business world to save us. I see the 
potential here to create clean, renewable energy 
after decades of creating dirty, harmful energy. 

We could raise money for our community by 
selling the surplus energy. It’s time for us to 
open our minds and look towards the future! 
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I don’t want to ramble on 
and on, but I’d like to see 
more hope and confidence 

in our midst, that’s all.
Crikey … I’m 
shaking all 

over … 

Excellently put! 
Well done you!

Well, thank you very much, 
diolch yn fawr iawn, for your 

powerful words, Gwenno 
Jones! It is 

very heartening 
to see that 
people are 
daring to 
hope for 
better 
things.

Of course, you will all have more questions. 
Remember, tonight is just the beginning 
of our conversation. But as Gwenno 

said, don’t give up hoping that 
things can be different.

Right, who would like a 
share offer form? You 

might want to buy a share 
as a gift for someone!
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I’ll take one 
of these, just 

in case.

Thank you 
so much for 
speaking up 

tonight!

I’m not sure 
what came over 
me! I had fire 
in my belly!

I’m sure you really fired 
people’s imaginations 

tonight, Gwenno!
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Are you thinking 
of buying a 

share yourself?

Well, I’m not sure … finding 
the money is the thing …

I must be able 
to find the 

money somehow!

Well, get in 
touch if there’s 
anything else 

you need 
to know!

Alright, Roza — 
thank you both 
for your ideas 
and energy! 
Nos da …
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Hiya, Idris. 
Well, what 
a night …

It’s almost bedtime for me, but I just need to do one small thing …
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Only 
a few 

seconds 
…

Tick-Tock 

Tick-Tock
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There we are …
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What do you 
think, Idris?

To be sold 
for: £250

Well, there 
we are …

Tick-Tock 

Tick-Tock
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Sometimes …

We must look towards 
the future …

Rather than 
dwell on 

the past …

Ha! 
Diolch, 
Idris …

Amser 
gwely, 
then …
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Ynni Cymunedol Betws 

Betws Community Energy

Ffurflen Gyfranddaliadau 

Share Offer Form

£250 for a share in 

Betws Hydro Community 

Energy Scheme

In the name of: 

Erin Jones
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Betws Community Energy
In Unity there is Strength!



The end
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Glossary

Energy companies

These are the companies that supply our energy. There are currently six big companies (British Gas, E.on, 
EDF Energy, npower, ScottishPower and SSE) supplying over 50 million houses and companies across 
the United Kingdom. These companies, which are the oldest, were established in the 1990s after the 
privatisation of the energy system. Now, there are many small companies supplying us with energy and 
competing with the ‘Big 6’, trying to create fairer prices.

Fuel poverty

A term to describe a household that spends over 10% of its income on energy bills. A household that spends 
over 20% of its income on the costs of energy lives under severe fuel poverty according to this definition. 
In Wales, almost 23% of households suffer from fuel poverty. The Welsh Government has established a 
scheme called ‘Nest’ to target these homes and to lessen the impact of fuel poverty: www.nestwales.org.uk

Pylons

Pylons support the electric cables through which our electricity is delivered. These cables run across the 
country and transport energy to our schools, hospitals, places of work and homes. They take the energy 
from the site where it is generated to where it is used. 

Slag heap

This refers to waste material that comes from heavy industry, like the coal industry. When other minerals 
are included in the waste, it can also be called a ‘spoil heap’. There are many slag heaps in the post-
industrial communities of Wales. In 1966, waste from the coal industry above the village of Aberfan slid 
down the valley, killing 116 children and 28 adults in the local primary school. This is one of the worst 
atrocities caused as a result of the coal industry, and an example of how mining for natural resources, like 
coal, can have horrific knock-on consequences.

Cuts

A term used to describe cuts to the amount of taxpayers’ money used by the government towards public 
services such as health services, public transport, education, libraries, etc.

Community ownership

Where a community can have ownership of resources, schemes or local projects. There are different ways 
of having ownership, e.g. through a trust, where a group takes responsibility for running a project on a 
community’s behalf; or a cooperative group, where community members pay a membership fee to be a 
part of the group.

https://www.nestwales.org.uk
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Pneumoconiosis

Known also as black lung. This is a disease caused by working in an environment where coal dust is 
inhaled into the lungs. Thousands of coal miners in Wales suffered and continue to suffer from this 
condition, having spent so much time underground surrounded by coal dust. This dust causes fibrosis of 
the lung: the lung ‘hardens’ and it can no longer transfer oxygen to the body. It is a painful condition that 
can cause lung cancer and lead to an early death.

Grassroots

This is a term used to describe projects or movements that are led from the bottom up, within communities, 
rather than from the top down; i.e, schemes imposed on people by those in power.

Shares

A way of raising money for a project or company. It is possible to buy shares in a company like ‘Coca-Cola’ 
on the stock market, or to buy shares in a local community project. You could be making a loss through 
your investment: it depends on the success of the company or project. Increasingly, community energy 
projects are trying to raise money through community shares, to avoid borrowing money from the banks 
who charge interest. (For example, if you borrowed £10 on a yearly interest rate of 5%, you would have 
to pay £10.50 back to the bank. This is how banks make their profits!)

Natural resources

A term for the natural ‘things’ around us. Natural resources describe rivers, trees, minerals in the earth 
(like coal, copper, iron), slate and granite, plants like cotton and hemp, and even the sun or the wind. 
Communities across the world have developed their natural resources in many ways. The native people 
of north America consider mining as a destructive way of treating the earth.

Climate change

The climate has always changed. This is partly to do with natural factors, such as changes in solar radiation 
or volcanic occurrences. But human activities also influence the weather, and over the last century we 
have seen significant and worrying change in climate patterns. By burning fossil fuels, we are releasing 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. This gas is trapped in the atmosphere and contributes towards the 
greenhouse effect, warming the earth. When the earth warms up there is an increase in extreme weather 
patterns, such as storms, floods and droughts.  

Fossil fuel

Fossil fuels are formed from dead organic matter. Coal, oil, gas and peat are examples of fossil fuels. By 
burning them, carbon dioxide is released, one of the greenhouse gases that contributes towards global 
warming.
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Sioned Hâf 
Author and Illustrator

Sioned grew up near Pen y Bicws hill in Llangadog, Carmarthenshire. Over the past 
few years she has been researching sustainability and community energy, thanks to 
the sponsorship of the Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol in Bangor University. She has 
illustrated a number of comic strips in the past, but this is her first graphic novel. 
She has an interest in community energy projects, cultural approaches towards 
natural resource rights, indigenous languages and drawing. Members of her family 
have in the past worked for the coal industry, including her grandfather, Silyn, a 
coal miner in the Gwendraeth valley who died from the effects of pneumoconiosis.

She has also published a book for children aged between 5 and 10, Stori 
Go Iawn Karl Marx (Gair Rhydd, 2015) a translation of a Catalan book 
which explains how capitalism works. See the website karlmarx.cymru

Angharad Penrhyn Jones 
Author and Editor

Originally from Flintshire, Angharad Penrhyn Jones now lives in Machynlleth. 
She has campaigned on environmental and social justice issues  for 

many years and has also produced television programmes. 

Angharad co-edited Here We Stand: Women Changing the World (Honno, 2014), a 
book about important female campaigners across the British Isles, and last year 
she worked on a book about Ken Livingstone, Being Red (Pluto Press, 2015). She 

has published short stories, articles, blogs and reviews and has received a bursary 
from Literature Wales to complete her first novel. In her spare time, Angharad 

enjoys reading, swimming in the open air, and walking her dog, Idris, in wild places.

http://karlmarx.cymru
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